Axial and radial segregation of granular mixtures in a rotating spherical container.
We report the formation of axial segregation patterns of bidisperse granular mixtures of glass beads in a spherical container which is rotated about a central axis. When the rotation axis is horizontal, three distinct segregation bands are formed for a broad range of geometrical and dynamical parameters. We find two distinct regimes: at low fill levels the small size beads of the mixture are collected at the poles and the large size beads in a central band. At high fill levels the pole regions are occupied by large beads, while the small beads form the central band. The critical fill level for this structural transition decreases with increasing container size. For a container with 37 mm inner diameter, containing a mixture of 0.5 and 1.5 mm beads, the transition occurs between 40% and 50% fill level. When the rotation axis is tilted, the band positions are shifted and two-band structures are formed with the smaller particles at the lower pole. In our experiments the granulate is submersed in water; this allows NMR imaging of the complete three-dimensional band structures. We compare the observed segregation structures to those in cylindrical mixers and propose a model for the qualitative explanation of the pattern formation process.